Dear Mr.

I received your letter, and do not know how to answer it. I wrote next to Phil - on Monday just in time to avoid the collision likely to occur in Baltimore today by the S. S. Jef. Of course, through that City, I understand that the 7th Regiment from NY was badly treated there today. I hear that an attempt was made upon Washington, and we shall just hear from a terrible time of it. The Concentration of troops on movement toward the City will be heavy, and the telegram from York, and we may be bombarded. As to myself, I have the most serious news, but cannot tell you. Soon we shall be stopped and perhaps arrested. My trade is
altogether in Philadelphia just now. And if I cannot realize upon our production, I shall be unable to pay off the 2000 dollars you wrote about is due 1st July. I have not been able to see the prints since you wrote about the Interwrestler, but as I see and can I will look at it and write you about the Interwrestler.

I have had a terrible time to keep running this winter, and I am compelled to keep my account, but you do a lot to keep any connection at all, and make up for it with explanations of yourself. What did I keep you in February for the last 1840? 1125 dollars — the express every day to be in the hands of a fight between Contending armies. I have an exciting time clearing up these truck troubles leaving all my checks behind from the 1840.

an unpacking up till tomorrow, that is, the women and children will leave, the men will remain for the present — The husbands of the Southern people is friendly just now, all the Young men are military and are exercising for a fight, and Southern people can a bear and interpret a anyunker in the world, and believe they can beat the world in Arms! With the spirit and ten mone of the present abroad, it is impossible to know the fighting spirit in a friendly Congress, and collisions cannot be avoided even in how a far National Reformation. I have recently been forced to believe in those last to this country, for the two hundred to help this generation to bear the tests of the country is to have a speedy an arrangement for divorces as before — I am as well.
then trouble in addition to
our other bussing trouble that
morning I feel I must turn
element but I fight against
all opposing elements, and hav
thing, for your health —

But I forget breathing —

Please send me your letters
of all your letters. I have made
some excuse this last because
I find my health wrong and I
shall come in for a personal
trip to the company if I cannot
find my health. I have been
so distracted that I am not per
suaded of it —

For a day or two been I should
alone here, all the boarders, and
all the family ride away the town
leave me alone with the Negro
servant —

Mrs. Brinster

Kellie must please to allow you
reason to a good doctor. They
prescribe more
than a lament.
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